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 Classical Mechanics, Thermal Physics ?

 Quantum Mechanics, Special Relativity ??

 General Relativity ???

 Quantum Field Theory… ????



0.    Very Short Summary of the Standard Model

1. Observational Evidence of Dark Matter

2. Relic Abundance of Dark Matter

3. Direct Detection – Target particle recoil

4. Indirect Detection – Cosmic rays 

5. Collider – Direct production

6. New Approaches



1. DM vs Modified gravity/MOND (MOdified Newtonian Dynamics):

(a) What are Modified gravity and MOND?

(b) Compare DM & Modified gravity/MOND: pros and cons

2. DM candidates among SM particles:

(a) Which ones? 

(b) Why not? (If possible, Relic density of neutrino)



0. Very Short Summary of 

the Standard Model



What is the 
Universe 
made of ?



What is the 
Universe 
made of ?

 Ancient Greek: 

4 basic elements

Aether



Dmitri Mendeleev

(1869)



GeV ~ mp

Lectures by Eibun Senaha



Higgs (1964)!

Tevatron

LHC

Chicago (USA) Geneva (Europe)



Higgs (2012)!

Higgs is discovered!

LHC

2013



Lectures by Eibun Senaha



Probably NOT by Eibun Senaha





 Modern cosmology   Cosmic pie

 The Standard Model explains only ~5% of the total E of the Universe.

Stars, Galaxies, H, …

CMBSupernova

See also BSM lectures by Margarete Mühlleitner



What’s 
the matter?

What’s 
Dark Matter?



 Postulated by Fritz Zwicky in early 1930’s

 Rediscovered by Vera Rubin in 1970

 Compelling  paradigm:

 massive, 

 non-relativistic ( 𝑣 ≪ 𝑐),

 non-luminous 

(no/tiny EM interaction),

 stable particles

 ~1/4 of  the Universe

Matter: 15 %

Dark Matter:
85 %



Existence of 

Dark Matter?



1. Observational Evidence

of Dark Matter



 Galaxy rotation curve

 Coma cluster

 Gravitational lensing 

 Bullet cluster

 Structure formation

 Cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR)

 Sky surveys

 Type Ia supervovae

 Baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO)

 …



Vera Rubin





Vera Rubin



Dark Halo

Invisible component exist!

 Much more galaxies



 The gravity of the cluster:  too weak to contain the hot gas.   
 It would evaporate!: T∝ v2   

 v2  ∝ GM/r

x-ray image from the ROSAT satellite



 General relativity: M distorts space-time 

When light passes around a massive 

object, it is bent! 

Interstellar: Gargantua



 Stars and hot gas:  

too small to bend the light from the background galaxies so much

 Great concentration of invisible matter: Dark Matter !! 



 Two colliding galaxy clusters

 significant displacement between their center of visible matter &

gravitational potential

Gravitational potential
(lensing)

Ordinary matter
(X-ray)

Chandra X-Ray Observatory: 1E 0657-56



 Simulation of two colliding galaxy clusters

http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2006/1e0657/1e0657_bullett_anim_lg.mpg



Planck







 Galaxy rotation curve

 Coma cluster

 Gravitational lensing 

 Bullet cluster

 Structure formation

 Cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR)

 Sky surveys

 Type Ia supervovae

 Baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO)

 …



2. Relic Abundance of

Dark Matter



DM SM

SMDM

Interaction

annihilation



 Boltzmann equation: the statistical behavior of a thermodynamic 

system not in a state of equilibrium  time evolution of # density:

 Decoupled when Γint = 𝜎𝑣 𝑛𝜒 < 𝐻

 Comoving number density  Scale out the expansion effect:

 Relic density in units of the critical density:

For more details, please see e.g., Ch. 
5.1 & 5.2 of “The Early Universe”



DM SM

SMDM

Interaction

Annihilation

Inverse-production

T

𝑇 = 𝑚𝐷𝑀

𝜎𝑣 𝑛𝜒 < 𝐻



DM SM

SMDM

Interaction

Annihilation

Inverse-production

T

𝑇 = 𝑚𝐷𝑀

𝜎𝑣 𝑛𝜒 = 𝐻



DM SM

SMDM

Interaction

Annihilation

Inverse-production

T

𝑇 = 𝑚𝐷𝑀

𝜎𝑣 𝑛𝜒 = 𝐻



 Correct thermal relic abundance:

Ωℎ2~
0.1 𝑝𝑏

𝜎𝑣
~
3×10−27cm3/s

𝜎𝑣
with 𝜎𝑣 ~

𝛼𝑋
2𝑚𝜒

2

𝑀4 (M: dark scale/mediator)  vs  Ωℎ2obs~0.1

 Weak coupling Naturally Weak scale massWIMP miracle!

~1 GeV – 10 TeV mass range favored  weak scale (new) physics

Freeze-out
Relic abundance

DM SM

SMDM

Interaction

Inverse-production

Annihilation
T

𝑇 = 𝑚𝐷𝑀

𝜎𝑣 𝑛𝜒 = 𝐻

Stay in 
equilibrium 

longer



 Assisted freeze-out   [1112.4491]

 Asymmetric dark matter   [0901.4117]

 Cannibal dark matter   [1602.04219, 1607.03108]

 Co-annihilation   [PRD43 (1991) 3191]

 Co-decaying dark matter   [1105.1652, 1607.03110]

 Continuum dark matter   [2105.07035]

 Co-scattering mechanism   [1705.08450]

 Dynamical dark matter  [1106.4546]

 Dark freeze-out cogenesis  [2112.10784]

 ELastically DEcoupling Relic (ELDER)   [1512.04545]

 Freeze-in   [0911.1120]

 Forbidden channels  [PRD43 (1991) 3191 , 1505.07107]

 Inverse decay dark matter  [2111.14857]

 Pandemic dark matter  [2103.16572]

 Semi-annihilation  [0811.0172, 1003.5912]

 Strongly Interacting Massive Particle (SIMP)  [1402.5143, 1702.07860]

 …

 Alternative mechanisms for DM relic determination: 

SM

DM2DM1

Self-interaction 
can be strong

Self-interaction 
can be strong

can be 
very weak

…

(SIDM) (SIDM)

χ

χ/ψ

χ/ψ/
X/φ

…

χ/ψ/
X/φ

can be 
strong



 Lee-Weinberg: simplest & usual case.                 Lee & Weinberg PRL (1977)

 Co-annihilation: multi-particles but only one stable particle. 
Griest & Seckel PRD (1991)

 Multi-component: multi decoupled stable particles.

 Semi-annihilation: reactions among > 2 stable particles are important 
in determining DM relic density.                   D’Eramo & Thaler, JHEP (2010)

New dark sector 
particles 

Single stable 
particle

 : always present 

SM state or

decay to the SM



 Involves N coupled Boltzmann equations:

 But possible to compute the relic density via standard methods:

Griest & Seckel, 
PRD43 (1991)



 Standard approach: to assume that each particle is thermalized
independently.

 Total DM density is                               .

SM

DM2DM1 …



One has to solve a system of coupled Boltzmann equations.

D’Eramo& Thaler, JHEP1006 (2010)



SM

DM
Dark 

Sector

Assuming 
mDecaying < mDM

~ Weak scale 
interaction

can be strong

Dark sector particle

But decaying to SM
Self-interaction

can be strong

[P. Bandyopadhyay, E. J. Chun & J.-C. Park, 1105.1652]

Very  weak

interaction



[arXiv:1607.03110]



[P. Bandyopadhyay, E. J. Chun & J.-C. Park, 1105.1652]



SM

DM2DM1

Assuming 
mDM1 < mDM2

~ Weak scale 
interaction

can be strong

Self-interaction

can be strong

Self-interaction

can be strong

Very  weak

interaction

[G. Belanger & J.-C. Park, 1112.4491]



X: SM particles

 To find the relic abundances of DM 1&2, we should solve a set of 
coupled Boltzmann equations.

 If we limit our analysis to s-wave annihilation, we can simply express 
the relevant matrix elements:

[G. Belanger & J.-C. Park, 1112.4491]



Yi=ni/s, x=m1/T,
m1=100 GeV, m2=150 GeV

[G. Belanger & J.-C. Park, 1112.4491]





 Galaxy rotation curve

 Coma cluster

 Gravitational lensing 

 Bullet cluster

 Structure formation

 Cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR)

 Sky surveys

 Type Ia supervovae

 Baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO)

 …



Nature of DM?

Irene ⊂ SM 

but DM ⊂ SM



Conventional DM Search Strategies

1

2

DM

 Based on the WIMP paradigm.DM DM

SMSM

Interaction 32

1

[PRL (1977)] 

3

p

p



IceCube

CTA

Fermi-LAT

SK

XENON1T

AMS-02

DAMA

ATLAS

Planck

CMS

COSINE-100



3. Nuclear recoil spectrum in DM direct detection:

(a) 𝑣min = 𝐸𝑅𝑚𝑁/2𝜇𝜒𝑁
2 =

𝑚𝜒+𝑚𝑁

𝑚𝜒
𝐸𝑅/2𝑚𝑁

(b) Shape of nuclear recoil spectrum (dependence on 𝑚𝜒)

4. Fluxes of DM annihilation products, e.g., 𝑒±, ҧ𝑝:

(a) Annihilation cross section dependence 

(b) 𝑚𝜒 dependence



3. Direct Detection



Target Particle Recoil



3

DM DM

SMSM

Interaction2

1

2 3

DM

1

DM Direct Detection



 When mDM ~ mp ~ 0.94 GeV:

 ~1011/s DM’s penetrate our body for mDM ~ mp! 

DMv ~ 300 km/s

Dark Matter vs Human

 Φ𝜒 = 𝑛𝜒𝑣rel &  𝑛𝜒 = 𝜌𝜒/𝑚𝜒

flux area



 DM: all around us!  recoil of DM-nucleus scattering

based on E & p conservation!

What is measure:  E of recoiling nucleus ~ 1-100 keV for mDM ~ 1-100 GeV    

(Ek ~ mv2 with v/c~10-3)

 Challenges:  very small E, small event rate, large backgrounds

DM-nucleus 
scattering

DM Direct Detection



Detection Techniques

, COSINE, DM-Ice

DarkSide

, LZ 
, PandaX

Very Active

Lots of Exps. are 

in operation 

or planned. 





Beginning of DM Direct Detection



DM Local Density

 Two main approaches to measuring ρDM

 Local measures: the vertical kinematics of stars in the local Milky Way  ‘tracers’ 

 Global measures: inter/extrapolating ρDM from the rotation curve

 Recently, there have been attempts to bridge two scales.



MB distribution is used for describing particle speeds in idealized gases, where the
particles move freely inside a stationary container without interacting with one another,
except for very brief collisions in which they exchange E & p with each other or with
their thermal environment.



Eth



G. Deuter, Eurograd Workshop, Sept. 2010

CRESST



XENON/LZ Nuclear recoil

Electron recoil



DAMA [arXiv: 1805.10486]
 As the Earth orbits the Sun, v of the detector relative to the DM halo varies.

 DAMA has detected an annual modulation in the event rate (12.9 σ significance). 

 14 annual cycles, modulation amplitude: 0.0103 ± 0.0008 in the (2-6) keV

 Phase: 145 ± 5 days  (cf. June 2nd), Period: 0.999 ± 0.001 yr



 No (solid) observation of DM signatures w/ BG modeling 

 Excluding more parameter space

LZ-TDR (2017)

LZ (2022) COSINE-100 (2018)



 No (solid) observation of DM signatures w/ BG modeling 

 Excluding more parameter space

COSINE-100 [arXiv: 2104.03537]

Na

I



COSINE-100 (2019)



COSINE-100 [arXiv: 2111.08863]


